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Language Language

Item #: 0401B     

Item #: 0401A     

Item #: 0401C     

Amphibians Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting 
amphibians. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy 
identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Amphibians 3 Part Cards 

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various amphibians. Each 
amphibian is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural 
look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Amphibians Silhouettes Matching Cards 

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting 
amphibians and their respective silhouettes. The cards are designed with 
red and blue borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded
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Language Language

Item #: 0408A

Item #: 0408B     

Item #: 0408C     

Birds Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting birds. 
The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification 
and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Birds Silhouettes Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting birds 
and their respective silhouettes. The cards are designed with red and blue 
borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Birds 3 Part Cards 

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various birds. Each bird is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”
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Language Language

Item #: 0415A     

Item #: 0411B     

Item #:-0415B     

Fish 3 Part Cards  

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various fish. Each fish is isolated 
on a white background while still keeping a natural look and making it easy 
for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”
Used for early reading activities.

Butterflies Matching Cards  

This packet includes 22 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 44 cards 
depicting butterflies. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for 
easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Fish Matching Cards 

This packet includes 22 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 44 cards 
depicting fish. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy 
identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Reptiles Matching Cards  

Reptiles 3 Part Cards  

42 cards showing 14 real photographs of various reptiles. Each reptile 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

Dogs 3 Part Cards Kit 1 

Item #: 0417B     

Item #: 0417A     

Item #: 0420A-1     

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various dogs. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0420B-1     

Item #: 0420C-1     

Item #: 0420A-2     

Dogs  Matching Cards Kit 1

Dogs  Silhouettes Matching Cards Kit 1

Dogs  3 Part Cards Kit 2

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various dogs. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Dogs  Silhouettes Matching Cards Kit 2

Dogs  Matching Cards Kit 2

Mammals 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0420C-2     

Item #: 0420B-2     

Item #: 0424A     

54 cards showing 18 real photographs of various mammals. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0424B     

Item #: 0426A     

Item #: 0426B     

Mammals Matching Cards

Domestic Animals 3 Part Cards

Domestic Animals Matching Cards

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various domesticated animals. 
Each one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural 
look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 18 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 36 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Horses Matching Cards

Horses 3 Part Cards

African Animals 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0427B     

Item #: 0427A     

Item #: 0428A     

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various horses. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various Animals that are native 
to Africa. Each one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a 
natural look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0428B     

Item #: 0428C     

Item #: 0435A     

African Animals Matching Cards

African Animals Silhouettes Matching Cards

Dinosaurs 3 Part Cards

96 cards showing 24 real photographs of various dinosaurs. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Insects 3 Part Cards

Dinosaurs Matching Cards 

Insects Matching Cards

Item #: 0440A     

Item #: 0435B     

Item #: 0440B     

96 cards showing 24 real photographs of various insects. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 24 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 48 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 24 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 48 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0445A     

Item #: 0445B     

Item #: 0450A     

Mollusks 3 Part Cards

Mollusks Matching Cards

Invertebrates 3 Part Cards

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various mollusks. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

56 cards showing 14 real photographs of various invertebrates. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Fruits 3 Part Cards

Invertebrates Matching Cards

Fruits Matching Cards

Item #: 0467A     

Item #: 04450B     

Item #: 0467B     

90 cards showing 30 real photographs of various fruits. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 30 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 60 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0468A     

Item #: 0468B     

Item #: 0469A     

Vegetables 3 Part Cards

Vegetables Matching Cards

Flowers 3 Part Cards

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various vegetables. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

75 cards showing 25 real photographs of various flowers. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Pets 3 Part Cards

Flowers Matching Cards

Pets Matching Cards

Item #: 0477A     

Item #: 0469B     

Item #: 0477B     

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various pets. Each one is isolated 
on a white background while still keeping a natural look and making it easy 
for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 25 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 50 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0527A     

Item #: 0527B     

Item #: 0530A     

Transportation 3 Part Cards

Transportation Matching Cards

Construction Equipment 3 Part Cards

60 cards showing 20 real photographs of various items used for 
transportation. Each one is isolated on a white background while still 
keeping a natural look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various dogs. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 20 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 40 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Animal Young 3 Part Cards

Construction Equipment Matching Cards 

Animal Groups 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0605A     

Item #: 0530B     

Item #: 0605B     

The series of animal young, animal groups, animal homes is designed to 
be a combination of the regular 3 part cards with characteristics and the 
pedagogy of word association activities. 

16 Animals and their young.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

The series of animal young, animal groups, animal homes is designed to 
be a combination of the regular 3 part cards with characteristics and the 
pedagogy of word association activities. 

16 Animals and the names of the groups they form.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0605C     

Item #: 0607     

Item #: 0638A     

Animal Homes 3 Part Cards

Opposites Matching Cards

Kitchen Utensils 3 Part Cards

The series of animal young, animal groups, animal homes is designed to 
be a combination of the regular 3 part cards with characteristics and the 
pedagogy of word association activities. 

16 animals and the names of the homes they live in.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

42 cards showing 14 real photographs of various kitchen utensils. Each 
one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

18 real pictures showing opposite concepts such as night/day, or tall/
short. Used to generate discussions and to familiarize children with new 
vocabulary and even more complex ideas such as wrinkled/smooth or hot/
cold. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are 3.75”x5”
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Language Language

Tools 3 Part Cards

Kitchen Utensils Matching Cards

Tools Matching Cards

Item #: 0639A     

Item #: 0638B     

Item #: 0639B     

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various tools. Each one is isolated 
on a white background while still keeping a natural look and making it easy 
for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Item #: 0640A     

Item #: 0640B     

Item #: 0646     

Clothes 3 Part Cards

Clothes Matching Cards

Short/Long Vowel Words

42 cards showing 14 real photographs of various clothes. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

Two sets of cards contains with each set containing 8 combinations of short 
and long vowel words for a total of 16 sets. Using real pictures each item is 
clearly identified so children can begin seeing the difference between short 
and long vowel words: can/cane, mat/mate, tub/tube and more. Total of 64 
cards. 

Cards come pre-cut with all corners rounded. Size of cards: 

•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Language Language

Orchestral Matching Cards

Open and Closed Figures Activity

Musical Instruments 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0720B     

Item #: 0647     

Item #: 0720A     

64 cards showing 32 real photographs of various musical instruments. 
Each one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural 
look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 32 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 64 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

A child’s judgment about whether a figure’s boundary is open or closed 
develops visual discrimination. Activities like these serve as a prerequisite 
to further work with sets in mathematics, and to help children discriminate 
between certain letters, such as O and C.

Two sets with each one offering 12 cards for a total of 24 cards with real 
pictures isolated on a white background. Each card is printed on the back 
with an open or closed circle to signify if the figure is open or closed. 

Cards come pre-cut and all corners rounded. Card size 4” x 3¾
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Language Language

Item #: 0645     

Item #: 0615     

Item #: 0616     

Inside Outside Farm Activity (Available Spring of 2012)

Visual Discrimination Color Box 1

Visual Discrimination Color Box 2

A colorful mat depicting a simple farm where children place farm objects 
in relationship to each other. These simple comands may be read by the 
teacher while the child performs the action. 

A preliminary activity for work with prepositions this activity may be used for 
later work in conjunction with The Farm grammar activities.

Included: 

Mat measuring 35½” x 24” (printed on vinyl - no lamination required)
High quality farm objects
Command cards for prepositions pre-cut and corners rounded. Card size 

Cards come pre-cut and all corners rounded. Card size 4¾” x 3¼

Linked with color box 1, this set of cards provides real pictures for students 
with which to categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual 
discrimination of color. 

The set provides 6 pictures for each color found in color box 1. 

•6 blue items
•6 yellow items
•6 red items

Cards come pre-cut and all corners rounded.

Linked with color box 2, this set of cards provides real pictures for students 
with which to categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual 
discrimination of color. 
The set provides 6 pictures for each color found in color box 2. 

•6 black items
•6 blue items
•6 brown items
•6 gray items
•6 green items
•6 orange items
•6 yellow items
•6 red items
•6 purple items
•6 white items
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Language Language

Visual Discrimination: Shapes

Visual Discrimination: Facial Expressions Kit 1, 2, 3

Visual Discrimination: Large, Medium, Small

Item #: 0618    

Item #: 0619     

Item #: 0617     

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of size. 

The set provides 10 sets of pictures with each set containing objects in 
various sizes ranging from large to medium to small.

Cards come pre-cut and all corners rounded.

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of shape. 
The set provides 6 pictures for each of the following shapes: 

•6 pictures of items that are circular
•6 pictures for cones
•6 pictures for cubes
•6 pictures for rectangles
•6 pictures for rectangular prisms
•6 pictures for spheres
•6 pictures for squares
•6 pictures for triangles

Every card is pre-cut with all corners rounded. Size of cards 4” x 3¼”

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of facial expressions. Our pictures feature three different types of models. 
An African American woman, a Caucasian man, and a child. 

The set provides a total of 45 matching picture cards for a total of 90 cards: 

•9 sets of pictures of of facial expressions from a woman
•18 pictures of facial expression from a man
•18 pictures of facial expression from a young boy

Every card is pre-cut with all corners rounded. Size of cards 4” x 3¼”
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Language Language

Item #: 0608     

Item #: 0609     

Item #: 0610     

Associations: Around the House

Associations: Sports

Associations: Foods

Unlaminated: $10.00

Unlaminated: $10.00

With lamination: +$5.15

With lamination: +$5.15

Association cards are generally used to develop vocabulary and oral 
language. The associations in this set focus around items that are usually 
found around the house. 

Our cards are carefully chosen so that children are allowed to recognize 
everyday items while developing an understanding of how items are 
associated with each other. The set includes cards for 24 different 
associations allowing the teacher to create several “kits.” 

Chosen for their use of color and attention to detail, each picture is an 
actual photograph that will attract and stimulate the child. 

Card size: 3¾”x5”

Association cards are generally used to develop vocabulary and oral 
language. The associations in this set focus around items that are usually 
found around the house. 

Our cards are carefully chosen so that children are allowed to recognize 
everyday items while developing an understanding of how items are 
associated with each other. The set includes cards for 13 different 
associations for a total of 26 cards allowing the teacher to create several 
“kits.” 

Chosen for their use of color and attention to detail, each picture is an 
actual photograph that will attract and stimulate the child. 

Card size: 3¾”x5”

Association cards are generally used to develop vocabulary and oral 
language. The associations in this set focus around items that are usually 
found around the house. 

Our cards are carefully chosen so that children are allowed to recognize 
everyday items while developing an understanding of how they are 
associated with each other. The set includes cards to create 12 different 
associations for a total of 24 cards.

Chosen for their use of color and attention to detail, each picture is an 
actual photograph that will attract and stimulate the child. 

Card size: 3¾”x5”
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Language Language

Rhyming Set - Complete with 20 Objects

Associations: Outside Activities

Item #: 0603     

Item #: 0611     

Association cards are generally used to develop vocabulary and oral 
language. The associations in this set focus around items that are usually 
found around the house. 

Our cards are carefully chosen so that children are allowed to recognize 
everyday items while developing an understanding of how they are 
associated with each other. The set includes cards to create 8 different 
associations for a total of 16 cards. 

Chosen for their use of color and attention to detail, each picture is an 
actual photograph that will attract and stimulate the child. 

Card size: 3¾”x5”

The program is designed with four different sets progressing from concrete 
to abstract. 

•Set 1 has 12 rhyming objects which the child places in pairs on the
rhyming boards. 
•Set 2 contains 8 objects that rhyme with pictures that are found on the
rhyming boards. 
•Set 3 contains 10 rhyming boards with one picture printed on one side of
each board and 10 separate cards that contain other pictures which the
child has to decide where to place them. 
•Set 4 contains 30 boards with four pictures on each board where the child
is asked to identify the pictures that rhyme.

Item #: 0602A     

Sequence Story Cards Kit 1

53 cards that can be grouped and lined up to create 10-12 different stories 
without using any printed words. There is no coding on the cards in order to 
allow children the freedom to create their own story boards. 

This first kit is an excellent way to get young children involved in 
conversations that promote vocabulary development, predicting, sequential 
skills and story telling skills. 

Each story is composed of real photographs, with real people or animals. 

Cards come pre-cut with all the corners rounded. Cards measure 3¾”x5”
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Language Language

Item #: 0602B     

Item #: 0604A     

Sequence Story Cards Kit 2

Nursery Rhymes Kit 1

Nursery Rhymes Kit 2

Item #: 0604B     

72 cards that can be grouped and lined up to create 10-12 different stories 
without using any printed words. There is no coding on the cards in order to 
allow children the freedom to create their own story boards. 

This first kit is an excellent way to get young children involved in 
conversations that promote vocabulary development, predicting, sequential 
skills and story telling skills. 

Each story is composed of real photographs, with real people or animals. 

Cards come pre-cut with all the corners rounded. Cards measure 3¾”x5”

The purpose of rhyming is to provide practice in discriminating speech 
sounds in words which leads to beginning reading. These activities will 
develop phonemic awareness as well as listening skills and intonation 
patterns of the spoken language. 

This set of rhymes includes 10 of the most familiar rhymes that many 
children grow up with. Each rhyme is on an 8.5” x 11” chart with a 
characteristic picture on the front while the rhyme is on the back. 
An excellent way to teach rhymes and promote discussions and 
understanding.

The purpose of rhyming is to provide practice in discriminating speech 
sounds in words which leads to beginning reading. These activities will 
develop phonemic awareness as well as listening skills and intonation 
patterns of the spoken language. 

This second set of rhymes includes 10 rhymes that will arouse curiosity in 
many children as you read them or as they look at the pictures. Each rhyme 
is on an 8.5” x 11” chart with a characteristic picture on the front while 
the rhyme is on the back. An excellent way to teach rhymes and promote 
discussions and understanding.
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Language Language
I Activities with Objects

�Short Phonetic Series (Pink)

Longer Phonetic Series (Blue)

Item #: 0606    

Item #: 0660    

Item #: 0662    

Unlaminated: $168.00

Unlaminated: $219.00

Unlaminated: $90.00

Unlaminated: $90.00

With lamination: +72.52

With lamination: +79.00

With lamination: +86.52

With lamination: +97.44

This multi-purpose alphabet frieze with corresponding book and matching 
objects may be used in a variety of ways.

Children will be enticed by the life-like images which closely correspond 
to the accompanying objects. Teachers will fi nd that the children reference 
the alphabet frieze displayed in the classroom with their work in movable 
alphabet and beginning story writing.

Frieze comes in 9 strips measuring 29¼” x 9¾” that can be combined end 
to end to form a long train around the room or on the fl oor. Initial sound 
picture stips are included along with a complete booklet. Booklet measures 
8.5” x 5.5”

26 objects depicted on the frieze and the booklet accompany this activity.

The emphasis here is introducing children to words that are constructed 
from three letters or less which contain short vowel sounds. Students are 
given ample opportunities to explore beginning and ending sounds as well.

Available Options:

With Objects:

The emphasis here is placed on introducing blends with short vowel words 
of four or more letters followed by longer words that contain more syllables.

Available Options:

No Objects:

No Objects:

With Objects:

 Spy 

PHONE ORDERS 877.631.8310  FAX ORDERS 416.631.8310
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Language Language
Phonograms Series (Green)

Complete Reading Series

Unlaminated:

Unlaminated: 

Unlaminated: 

Unlaminated: 

With lamination:

With lamination: 

With lamination: 

With lamination: 

 This series were developed not only using the traditional approach to 
phonemic awareness but also include activities that are based on current 
brain research. 

The phonograms introduced in this series are:
•Long a: a_e, ai, ay
•Long i: i_e, ie
•Long o: o_e, oa, ow
•Long u: u_e, ue
•Long e: ea, ee
•sh, ch, th, wh
•ar, ir, or, ur
•oo (wood) and oo (spoon)

Available Options:

 The entire reading series of Pink, Blue, and Green. 

Includes:

• Pink Series (Item EC0660)
• Blue Series (Item EC0662)
• Green Series (Item EC0664)

Available Options:

No Objects:

No Objects:

With Objects:

With Objects:

Item #: 0664     

Item #: 0665     

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Language Language
Parts to a Whole

Same and Different

Compound Words

Complex reading skills such as the identification of sight words, direction of 
words and letters is often associated with the initial skills of discriminating 
between parts and whole. These visual discrimination sets offer initial 
experiences to help move children towards differentiating not only shapes 
but ultimately aid them to discrimination of letters and numbers.

• Set 1 deals with living objects that are commonly found throughout
the classroom either as real objects, pictures or models. Each picture
has two counterparts where half of the picture is presented in either a
horizontal or a vertical fashion and is matched to the whole picture.

• Set 2 deals with common household objects that the children can find
throughout their homes, or classrooms. Each picture is designed to
show sections of the whole without the horizontal or vertical control.

The ability to classify objects is based on the idea of a relation. Some 
common characteristics among the objects must be known to the child for 
them to be grouped together.

Classification work, that of determining a relation that allows objects to be 
grouped as belonging or not belonging to the class, is the basis for later 
work with definitions.

Classification proceeds through at least three levels for the young child. 
First, simple classification is performed according to whether objects 
belong together; second, objects are classified as to disjoint sets; and last, 
multiple classification takes place in which objects may belong to two or 
more of the classes.

When children begin reading more complex text they encounter a growing 
number of multi-syllabic words. Word analysis strategies help them tackle 
these longer more difficult words. Compound words provide children with 
the ability to detect smaller words within larger words. 

This set of materials is composed of 60 picture cards and 60 labels 
making up a total of 20 compound words. Pictures are isolated on white 
background.

Item #: 0648    

Item #: 0649    

Item #: 0641    





Mathematics
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Mathematics Mathematics

Item #: 0311S     

Item #: 0311A     

Item #: 0311M     

Golden Bead Task Cards - Addition

Golden Bead Task Cards - Subtraction

Golden Bead Task Cards - Multiplication

Ten color coded (red) static and ten dynamics problems to use with golden 
beads. 

These 8½” x 5½” task cards provide experience with 3 digit and 4 digit 
addition. 

Teachers can easily differentiate between the lighter colored static (no 
exchanging) problems and the darker colored dynamic (with exchanging) 
problems.

Ten color coded (red) static and ten dynamics problems to use with golden 
beads. 

These 8½” x 5½” task cards provide experience with 3 digit and 4 digit 
addition. 

Teachers can easily differentiate between the lighter colored static (no 
exchanging) problems and the darker colored dynamic (with exchanging) 
problems.

Ten color coded (red) static and ten dynamics problems to use with golden 
beads. 

These 8½” x 5½” task cards provide experience with 3 digit and 4 digit 
addition. 

Teachers can easily differentiate between the lighter colored static (no 
exchanging) problems and the darker colored dynamic (with exchanging) 
problems.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Mathematics Mathematics

Item #: 0311D

Item #: 0315     

Item #: 0320A     

Golden Bead Task Cards - Division

Equal, Greater Than, Less Than

Snake Game Addition Kit 1

Ten color coded (red) static and ten dynamics problems to use with golden 
beads. 

These 8½” x 5½” task cards provide experience with 3 digit and 4 digit 
addition. 

Teachers can easily differentiate between the lighter colored static (no 
exchanging) problems and the darker colored dynamic (with exchanging) 
problems.

Introduce your children to the concepts of greater than, less than, and 
equal to with teen numbers 11 through 19.  Children place an included 
greater than, less than or equal sign into the designated box to make the 
equation true. 

The packet includes three sets each with 10 cards for a total of 30 
equations. 

•Set 1 uses pictures of tens bards, bead bars and unit beads. 
•Set 2 uses pictures of tens bards, bead bars and color coded numerals on
either side of the symbol. 
•Set 3 uses non color coded numerals.

Kit I in this series reinforces the concept of “search for 10.” Children count 
color beads and exchange them for gold ten bars. 

The set includes ten (10) 8½” x 5½” beginning cards that have actual 
pictures of beads and move to building a snake game using numbers 
provided in an additional ten (10) cards. Total 20 cards. 

Used for reinforcing the concepts associated with fact families of 10. 

Cards come pre-cut with all corners rounded.

PHONE ORDERS 877.631.8310  FAX ORDERS 416.631.8310
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Mathematics Mathematics

Item #: 0325     

Item #: 0327     

Item #: 0320B     Unlaminated: $20.00

Unlaminated: $30.00

Unlaminated: $18.00

With lamination: +$5.00

With lamination: +$8.00

With lamination: +$4.00

Snake Game Addition Kit 2

Bank Game

Bring Me Enough...

Six sets of quantity cards using pictures of golden beads to develop place 
value concepts. These cards will allow children to work independently 
starting with “fetch” games, matching color coded numerals to picture 
quantities and moving to non-coded numerals. 

62 full color 8.5” x 5.5” cards, pre-cut with the corners rounded. 

•Set 1: Pictures of golden beads used for formation of quantities. 
•Set 2: Expanded color coded notation for formation of quantities. 
•Set 3: Composed color coded numerals for formation of quantities. 
•Set 4: Color pictures of golden bead quantities with a color coded
composed numeral. 
•Set 5: Color pictures of golden bead quantities with a non color coded
composed numeral. 
•Set 6: Color pictures of golden beads in various formations using the same
non color coded composed digits but in different order.

This pre-math activity includes 5 different sets based on current brain 
research that develop logical quantifi cation of sets 1-10.

Children develop an understanding of one-to-one correspondence by 
covering each card with “enough” counters. Current research indicates that 
placing quantities in patterns speeds children’s ability to form sets. 

Set 1: Same colored and sized shapes placed in patterns on the cards.
Set 2: Same colored and sized shapes randomly placed on the cards.
Set 3: Same colored, different sized shapes placed on the cards in 
patterns.
Set 4: Different colored but same sized shapes placed in patterns on the 
cards. Colors indirectly correspond to the bead stairs.
Set 5: Outline of different shapes randomly placed on the cards.

* Counters not included

Kit I in this series reinforces the concept of “search for 10.” Children count 
color beads and exchange them for gold ten bars. 

The set includes ten (10) 8½” x 5½” beginning cards that have actual 
pictures of beads and move to building a snake game using numbers 
provided in an additional ten (10) cards. Total 20 cards. 

Used for reinforcing the concepts associated with fact families of 10. 

Cards come pre-cut with all corners rounded.
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Mathematics Mathematics

Unlaminated: $30.00

Unlaminated: $12.00

With lamination: +$18.00

With lamination: +$3.00

Bring Me Enough... Months Edition

Counting Fingers

This pre-math activity includes 5 different sets based on current brain 
research that develop logical quantifi cation of sets 1-10.

Children develop an understanding of one-to-one correspondence by 
covering each card with “enough” counters. Current research indicates that 
placing quantities in patterns speeds children’s ability to form sets.

These sets include pictures of objects that are commonly associated with 
the months during which children are in school in North America. Pictures 
are placed in patterns on the card.

Three different sets of cards showing children counting 1-10.

Set 1: Shows counting using a young child’s fi ngers.
Set 2: Shows counting with puppet gloves on the fi ngers.
Set 3: shows counting in American Sign Language.

Item #: 0328

Item #: 0329
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Sensorial Sensorial

Item #: 0302     

Item #: 0301     

Item #: 0303     

Bases for Brown Stairs  

Aimed at providing an extension to the brown stair activities, these cards 
measure 5.5” x 8.5” and help the children develop visual discrimination. 

By matching solid objects with plane figures children begin moving from 
concrete to abstract. 

All cards come pre-cut with rounded corners.

Bases for Pink Tower  

Aimed at providing an extension to the pink tower activities, these cards 
measure 5.5” x 5.5” and help the children develop visual discrimination. 

By matching solid objects with plane figures children begin moving from 
concrete to abstract. 

All cards come pre-cut with rounded corners.

Knobless Cylinder Chart with Cards  

A 31 in x 31 in. matrix, displaying height and width. Used with the 
knobbless cylinders to help children understand patterns and relationships. 
Matrix printed on vinyl, while cards are printed on cover stock.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Sensorial Sensorial

Item #: 0304

Item #: 0305     

Item #: 0480     

Geometric Solids 3 Part Cards  

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of the geometric solids. Each solid 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3.75”x5” 
•Part Card: 3.75”x4” 
•Label: 3.75”x1”

Parts of the Face  

Aimed at building vocabulary, recognize sight words and enhance matching 
skills. 

The kit contains five different faces. Each face group comes labeled and 
unlabeled. A control chart is included for each group along with all the 
movable pieces you will need to create the finished face. 

Does not come pre-cut.

Knobless Cylinder Patterns  

14 individual 11” x 17” charts that prompt and challenge children to match 
the bases of the individual knobless cylinders with the displayed patterns. 

This extension is similar to the use of the Geometric Cabinet cards and is 
aimed at helping young children develop visual discrimination of size.
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Sensorial Sensorial

Item #: 0616     

Item #: 0615     

Item #:-0617     

Visual Discrimination: Color Box 2  

Linked with color box 2, this set of cards provides real pictures for students 
with which to categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual 
discrimination of color.  The set provides 6 pictures for each color found in 
color box 2. 

•6 black items
•6 blue items
•6 brown items
•6 gray items
•6 green items
•6 orange items
•6 yellow items
•6 red items
•6 purple items
•6 white items

Visual Discrimination: Color Box 1  

Linked with color box 1, this set of cards provides real pictures for students 
with which to categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual 
discrimination of color. 

The set provides 6 pictures for each color found in color box 1. 

•6 blue items
•6 yellow items
•6 red items

Visual Discrimination: Large, Medium, Small  

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of size. 

The set provides 10 sets of pictures with each set containing objects in 
various sizes ranging from large to medium to small.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Sensorial Sensorial

Visual Discrimination: Facial Expressions  

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of facial expressions. Our pictures feature three different types of models. 
An African American woman, a caucasian man, and a child. 

The set provides a total of 45 matching picture cards for a total of 90 cards: 

•9 sets of pictures of of facial expressions from a woman
•18 pictures of facial expression from a man
•18 pictures of facial expression from a young boy

Every card is pre-cut with all corners rounded. Size of cards 4” x 3.25”

Visual Discrimination: Shapes  

This set of cards provides real pictures for students with which to 
categorize things in a logical manner as they develop visual discrimination 
of shape.  The set provides 6 pictures for each of the following shapes: 

•6 pictures of items that are circular
•6 pictures for cones
•6 pictures for cubes
•6 pictures for rectangles
•6 pictures for rectangular prisms
•6 pictures for spheres
•6 pictures for squares
•6 pictures for triangles

Every card is pre-cut with all corners rounded. Size of cards 4” x 3.25”

Colors 3 Part Cards  

18 cards showing 6 real photographs of the paint colors. Each dab of paint 
is isolated on a white background making it easily identifiable by the child. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3.75”x5” 
•Part Card: 3.75”x4” 
•Label: 3.75”x1”

Item #: 0619     

Item #: 0618     

Item #: 0635A     



Sensorial

Item #: 0635B     

Colors Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail. These 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 6 photographs for a total of 12 cards depicting the 
colors yellow, purple, red, green, blue and orange. The cards are designed 
with red and blue borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Cultural Cultural

Living and Non-Living

Plants and Animals

Invertebrates and Vertebrates

Beginning classification work with living and non-living objects that are 
easily recognizable by children. The set contains a total of 56 cards that 
help students find order in their environment. 

Each card measures 4” x 3½” and comes pre-cut with rounded corners.

As children progress in their understanding of classification, they are 
encouraged to consider general characteristics that define groups of living 
things. 

The set contains a total of 56 cards that help students in their classification 
of plants and animals. 

Each card measures 4” x 3½” and comes pre-cut with rounded corners.

This set of cards helps children categorize members of the animal kingdom 
with or without backbones. The set contains a total of 56 cards. 

Each card measures 4” x 3½” and comes pre-cut with rounded corners.

Item #: 0022     

Item #: 0021     

Item #: 0023     
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Five Classes of Vertebrates Matching Cards

Carnivores, Herbivores & Omnivores

Animals of the Seven Continents

Item #: 0485

Item #: 0405     

Item #: 0424A     

Classification work with vertebrates from the five classes. 

40 real pictures of vertebrates are provided with each animal isolated on a 
white background: 5 mammals, 5 birds, 5 fish, 5 amphibians, and 5 reptiles. 
Also provided are 5 separate labels one for each category of vertebrates. 

Each card measures 4” x 3¾” and comes pre-cut with rounded corners.

All of us are well aware that we need to eat in order to survive. Young 
children are no exception. This set of materials helps them learn the terms 
carnivore, omnivore, herbivore. Sorting activities further reinforce their 
understanding. 

Each picture is displays the animal or insect in its natural environment with 
the food it eats. The text is color coded to the labels as a control. 10 cards 
for each group for a total of 30 cards. 

Cards come pre-cut with all corners rounded. Card size: 3¾”x5”

We have taken each continent and provided examples of animals from 
each one. We didn’t stop there though, we tried to provide 2 examples from 
each of the following categories: 
•Mammals
•Arthropods
•Birds
•Fish
•Reptiles
•Amphibians
Each card is color coded and printed on both sides. The front side contains
the animal completely isolated on a white background while the back side
contains a color coded map of the continent. 

Total of 88 pre-cut cards including the continents, with all corners rounded. 
Each card measures 3¾”x5”
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Item #: 0401B     

Item #: 0401A     

Item #: 0401C     

Amphibians Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting 
amphibians. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy 
identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Amphibians 3 Part Cards 

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various amphibians. Each 
amphibian is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural 
look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Amphibians Silhouettes Matching Cards 

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting 
amphibians and their respective silhouettes. The cards are designed with 
red and blue borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Item #: 0408A

Item #: 0408B     

Item #: 0408C     

Birds Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting birds. 
The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification 
and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Birds Silhouettes Matching Cards  

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail, these 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 16 photographs for a total of 32 cards depicting birds 
and their respective silhouettes. The cards are designed with red and blue 
borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Birds 3 Part Cards 

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various birds. Each bird is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”
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Item #: 0415A     

Item #: 0411B     

Item #:-0415B     

Fish 3 Part Cards  

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various fish. Each fish is isolated 
on a white background while still keeping a natural look and making it easy 
for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”
Used for early reading activities.

Butterflies Matching Cards  

This packet includes 22 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 44 cards 
depicting butterflies. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for 
easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Fish Matching Cards 

This packet includes 22 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 44 cards 
depicting fish. The cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy 
identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Reptiles Matching Cards  

Reptiles 3 Part Cards  

42 cards showing 14 real photographs of various reptiles. Each reptile 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

Dogs 3 Part Cards Kit 1 

Item #: 0417B     

Item #: 0417A     

Item #: 0420A-1     

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various dogs. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0420B-1     

Item #: 0420C-1     

Item #: 0420A-2     

Dogs  Matching Cards Kit 1

Dogs  Silhouettes Matching Cards Kit 1

Dogs  3 Part Cards Kit 2

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various dogs. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Dogs  Silhouettes Matching Cards Kit 2

Dogs  Matching Cards Kit 2

Mammals 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0420C-2     

Item #: 0420B-2     

Item #: 0424A     

54 cards showing 18 real photographs of various mammals. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0424B     

Item #: 0426A     

Item #: 0426B     

Mammals Matching Cards

Domestic Animals 3 Part Cards

Domestic Animals Matching Cards

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various domesticated animals. 
Each one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural 
look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 18 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 36 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Horses Matching Cards

Horses 3 Part Cards

African Animals 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0427B     

Item #: 0427A     

Item #: 0428A     

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various horses. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various Animals that are native 
to Africa. Each one is isolated on a white background while still keeping a 
natural look and making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0428B     

Item #: 0428C     

Item #: 0435A     

African Animals Matching Cards

African Animals Silhouettes Matching Cards

Dinosaurs 3 Part Cards

96 cards showing 24 real photographs of various dinosaurs. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Insects 3 Part Cards

Dinosaurs Matching Cards 

Insects Matching Cards

Item #: 0440A     

Item #: 0435B     

Item #: 0440B     

96 cards showing 24 real photographs of various insects. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 24 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 48 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

This packet includes 24 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 48 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0445A     

Item #: 0445B     

Item #: 0450A     

Mollusks 3 Part Cards

Mollusks Matching Cards

Invertebrates 3 Part Cards

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various mollusks. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

56 cards showing 14 real photographs of various invertebrates. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Invertebrates Matching Cards

Patterning Mats

Invertebrates Matching Cards

Item #: 04450B     

Item #: 0481.1     

Item #: 0481.2     

This packet includes 14 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 28 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

All the necessary mats you will need in order to perform the patterning 
activities either from ETC or the ones you have created. Various sizes and 
sequences. Please note these are only the mats. Cards are not included. 
Includes duplicates of charts so at least 2 children can work on them at the 
same time. 

Printed on durable vinyl providing flexibility for rolling up and easy storage. 
No need for lamination.

Patterning is a skill that provides development in both the language and 
the math areas of the classroom. Used as a pre-reading activity children 
develop visual discrimination, tracking, and verbal communication skills. 
Mathematically, working with patterns helps young children to predict, 
discuss relationships and functions, and provides experience with symbols 
representing ideas. 

This shelf work is designed to be in the cultural area and has within the 
scope of the activity several concepts presented in botany, geography, 
and zoology. This material is organized in the following way and should 
easily lead the child from the simple repetition of two, three, and four part 
patterns, to the more complex work of discerning a pattern with only a few 
pieces shown, and finally matching patterns that have different symbols but 
the same orientation. This work is intended to provide experiences for all 
three age groups of the early childhood classroom.
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Item #: 0451     

Item #: 0452     

Item #: 0453     

Parts of a Butterfly (Insect)

Parts of a Spider (Arachnid)

Parts of a Snail (Mollusk)

Each part of the butterfly is isolated in full color while the rest of the 
parts are faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that 
students and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its 
realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

24 cards showing 8 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 27 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each part of the snail is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

21 cards showing 7 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 24 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ETC pioneered the use and combination of black and white photography 
with full color pictures to point out individual parts of a whole. Similar to our 
elementary “parts of...” cards, here too we have implemented the use of this 
technique that has now become the accepted standard.

Each part of the spider is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

21 cards showing 8 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 24 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Parts of a Starfish (Echinoderm)

Parts of a Lobster (Crustacean)

Parts of a Bird (Aves)

Item #: 0455     

Item #: 0454     

Item #: 0456     

Each part of the starfish is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts 
are faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that 
students and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its 
realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

12 cards showing 4 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 15 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each part of the lobster is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts 
are faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that 
students and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its 
realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

21 cards showing 7 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 24 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each part of the bird is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

27 cards showing 9 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 30 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”
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Item #: 0457     

Item #: 0458     

Item #: 0459     

Parts of a Horse (Mammal)

Parts of a Frog (Amphibian)

Parts of a Fish (Osteichtyes)

Each part of the horse is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

36 cards showing 12 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 39 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each part of the fish is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

18 cards showing 6 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 21 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ETC pioneered the use and combination of black and white photography 
with full color pictures to point out individual parts of a whole. Similar to our 
elementary “parts of...” cards, here too we have implemented the use of this 
technique that has now become the accepted standard.

Each part of the frog is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

15 cards showing 5 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 18 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Item #: 0460     

Parts of a Turtle (Reptile)

Each part of the turtle is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

36 cards showing 12 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 39 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Pets 3 Part Cards

Pets Matching Cards

Item #: 0477A     

Item #: 0477B     

36 cards showing 12 real photographs of various pets. Each one is isolated 
on a white background while still keeping a natural look and making it easy 
for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 12 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 24 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0468A     

Item #: 0468B     

Item #: 0469A     

Vegetables 3 Part Cards

Vegetables Matching Cards

Flowers 3 Part Cards

48 cards showing 16 real photographs of various vegetables. Each one 
is isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

75 cards showing 25 real photographs of various flowers. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 16 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 32 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Flowers Matching Cards

Item #: 0469B     

This packet includes 25 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 50 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.

Fruits 3 Part Cards

Fruits Matching Cards

Item #: 0467A     

Item #: 0467B     

90 cards showing 30 real photographs of various fruits. Each one is 
isolated on a white background while still keeping a natural look and 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners.

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

This packet includes 30 4¼” x 4¾”  photographs for a total of 60 cards. The 
cards are designed with red and blue borders for easy identification and 
quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0461     

Item #: 0462     

Item #: 0463     

Parts of a Leaf

Parts of a Tree

Parts of a Flower

Each part of the leaf is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

27 cards showing 9 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 30 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each part of the flower is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

21 cards showing 7 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 24 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Used for early reading activities.

Each part of the tree is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

12 cards showing 4 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 15 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Parts of a Fruit

Community Helpers

Item #: 0466     

Item #: 0535     

Each part of the fruit is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

15 cards showing 5 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 18 cards:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Children understand that everybody is connected in one way or another. 
Everybody has a job to do and that job ultimately affects the community 
that we all live in. 

 This activity looks at four types of community helpers: 
◾Chef 
◾Fireman 
◾Pilot 
◾Police Officer 
◾Postal Carrier 
◾Veterinarian 
◾Construction Worker 

This is an excellent activity to get the children talking about work, 
responsibility, and helping each other.
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Cultural Cultural

Item #: 0500     

Item #: 0501     

Item #: 0502     

Flags of the World - Complete Set

Flags of North America - Complete Set

Flags of South America - Complete Set

1056 cards showing over 350 flags. Each flag is isolated on a white 
background. Each set of flags is color coded with the standard continent 
colors used in Montessori making it easy for the children to identify and 
categorize flags by continents. 

Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners 
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

The set includes all the flags found in North America. 

•Flags of North America
•Flags of Canada
•Flags of Canadian Provinces
•Flag of Greenland
•Flags of U.S. and Territories
•Flags of U.S. States
•Flags of Central America
•Flags of Caribbean
Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

The set includes all the flags found in South America. 

•Flags of South America
•International Flag of Antarctica
Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Cultural Cultural

The set includes all the 64 Flags of the countries found in Europe for a total 
of 192 cards. 

Each flag has a color coded border for easy identification. 

Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners 
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

The set includes all the 56 Flags of the countries found in Asia for a total of 
168 cards. 

Each flag has a color coded border for easy identification. 

Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners 
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows:

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

The set includes all the 68 flags of the countries found in Africa for a total 
of 204 cards. 

Each flag has a color coded border for easy identification. 

Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners 
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Flags of Asia - Complete Set

Flags of Europe - Complete Set

Flags of Africa - Complete Set

Item #: 0504     

Item #: 0503     

Item #: 0505     
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Cultural Cultural

Item #: 0506     

Item #: 0510     

Item #: 0526A     

Flags of Australia

Parts of a Flag 3 Part Cards

Land Formations 3 Part Cards Kit 1

30 cards showing 10 real photographs of the basic land formations that 
match the trays used in the classroom. Each formation is isolated on the 
picture making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ETC pioneered the use and combination of black and white photography 
with full color pictures to point out individual parts of a whole. Similar to our 
elementary “parts of...” cards, here too we have implemented the use of this 
technique that has now become the accepted standard. 

Each part of the flag is isolated in full color while the rest of the parts are 
faded in gray. A full photo is included as a key reference so that students 
and teachers have access to the full look of the object in its realistic colors. 

Every card of this set is printed on 65lb cover with all corners rounded. 

21 cards showing 7 different parts plus a key card in the standard sizes 
indicated below for a total of 24 cards: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

The set includes all the 33 flags of the countries found in Australia and 
Australian territories for a total of 99 cards. 

Each flag has a color coded border for easy identification. 

Printed on 65lb paper cover stock on our standard sizes with all corners 
rounded. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Types of Cloud Formations 3 Part Cards

Types of Clouds Matching Cards

Land Formation 3 Part Cards Kit 2

Item #: 0528A     

Item #: 0528B     

Item #: 0526B     

30 cards showing 10 real photographs of the the more advanced land 
formations, including mesa, canyon, delta, desert, lagoon, glacier, 
reservoir, river, spit, and volcano. Each formation is isolated on the picture 
making it easy for the child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

21 cards showing 7 real photographs of the most common cloud 
formations. Each formation is isolated on the picture making it easy for the 
child to identify the object. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

Each picture has the subject isolated on a white background, with real 
pictures that show every detail. These 4¼” x 4¾” cards are aimed at giving 
children plenty of fun as they complete various matching games. 

This packet includes 7 photographs for a total of 14 cards depicting 
different kinds of cloud formations. The cards are designed with red and 
blue borders for easy identification and quick sorting into piles. 

No vocabulary is included with this packet so if you are using these cards 
with pre-readers, there will be no distractions. However, the pictures on 
these matching cards correspond to the 3 part nomenclature which is sold 
separately. 

Each card is pre-cut and all corners are rounded.
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Item #: 0529     

Item #: 0576     

Item #: 0577     

Weather Patterns 3 Part Cards

World Oceans 3 Part Cards

World Continents and Hemispheres 3 Part Cards

30 cards showing 10 real photographs of the different weather patterns, 
inlcuding tornado, lightning, flood, rain, rainbow, snow, hail, fog, squall, and 
hurricane. Each pattern is clearly depicted in the pictures making it easy for 
the child to recognize it. 

Laminated or not each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed 
on 65lb cover stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

15 cards showing the 5 oceans. Each ocean is clearly depicted on the card 
makingit easy for the child to identify it. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1

33 cards showing 11 real photographs of the 7 contients along with the 
western hemisphere, eastern hemisphere, northern hemisphere, and 
southern hemisphere. 

Laminated or not each card is individually cut and all corners are founded. 
Printed on 65lb cover stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1”

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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Solar System Chart

Telling Time

Planets of the Solar System 3 Part Cards

Item #: 0586    

Item #: 0332     

Item #: 0583     

24 cards showing the 8 planets of our solar system. Each planet is clearly 
depicted on the card with a black background makingit easy for the child to 
identify it. 

Regardless of whether you purchase this set laminated or unlaminated, 
each card is individually cut with rounded corners. Printed on 65lb cover 
stock. 

Card sizes are as follows: 

•Whole Card: 3¾”x5” 
•Part Card: 3¾”x4” 
•Label: 3¾”x1

A giant solar system chart that the children can walk by as they identify the 
planets and their positions throughout our solar system. 

Printed on our Stayflat material this line doesn’t require lamination. 

Size: 17” x 107”

This packet includes four sets of real pictures of analog clocks telling time 
either to the hour or the half hour. Each set has 12 clock faces with its own 
label for a total of 96 cards. 

Each 3¾” x 3¾” card has a self correcting control of error on the reverse 
side. All cards and labels are individually cut and all corners are rounded.



Cultural

Item #: 0340     

Seasons Timeline

Reinforce the childrens’ sequencing of the months of the year with this 
colorful timeline, color coded into four distinct seasons. Each section of 
the timeline contains real photographs of events that characterize those 
seasons. 

The 5” x 65” long timeline is constructed of vinyl so no lamination is 
required. 

The cards are cut with all the corners rounded.

ONLINE AT:  www.mindsetlearningtools.com
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